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Since ‘economist’ means purveyor of price theory, the title of this blog should be an oxymoron, but it is quite common for holders of economics credentials to fail to even think about how price change does, or should, convey critical information, and provide the incentive to heed that information, especially in school system reform discussions. At the end of this essay is a list of the journal articles published in economics journals (peer-reviewed articles mostly by economists), plus a book, that aim to ‘assess’ chartering and chartered public schools. They contain no economic analysis; only statistical analysis!?!??!

The two latest examples are the Hamilton Project’s (part of the Brookings Institution) Michael Greenstone and Adam Looney. Their report, “A Dozen Facts About K-12 Education,” does not contain the word ‘price’ or close synonyms anywhere in it. They cannot imagine any possible “big change” in the school system worth considering, and because they are implicit defenders of the status quo’s key elements, but sharply criticize its outcomes, their report could qualify as a sixth ‘Nation at Risk’ report. Their Chapter 3 on the “Promise for Raising Educational Achievement” makes no mention of possible uses of economic incentives or market accountability. It notes the importance of increased transparency and good teaching, but makes no mention of the current system’s obstacles to teacher effectiveness. And the chapter notes that some chartered public schools (price controlled in every state that allows them) have shown ways to significantly improve outcomes for the children that choose them. That’s it!!!! On page 15 they implicitly rule out big changes in funding and governance (Page heading: “Small-scale interventions also present opportunities for raising student achievement”). To be fair their failure to identify transformational
interventions may have happened because they view big changes as politically unattainable, but that would make them part of the reason for the huge political obstacles to the transformational changes we need.


